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Abstract— Multichannel calibration is essential for detecting
moving targets and for estimating their positions and velocities
accurately. This article presents a fast and efficient calibration
algorithm for the along-track multichannel systems, in particular
for space-time adaptive processing (STAP) techniques. The pro-
posed algorithm corrects the phase and magnitude offsets of the
receive channels and also takes into account the Doppler centroid
variation (e.g., caused by atmospheric turbulences) along the
slant range and the azimuth time. The knowledge of the Doppler
centroid variation is especially important for an accurate clutter
covariance matrix estimation, which is required by STAP for
efficient clutter suppression. Important calibration parameters
and offsets are estimated directly from the range-compressed
training data. The proposed algorithm is evaluated based on real
multichannel X-band radar data acquired with DLR’s airborne
system F-SAR and compared with the state-of-the-art digital
channel balancing technique. The experimental results show the
potential of the proposed calibration algorithm toward real-time
applications.

Index Terms— Airborne radar, calibration, ground moving tar-
get indication (GMTI), radar applications, radar signal process-
ing, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), traffic monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN PRACTICE, it is not possible to build absolutely identi-
cal antennas and receive channels with the same electrical

characteristics and time delays. Thus, the transfer functions
and the antenna gain patterns of the receive channels differ
from each other and need to be characterized or equalized [1],
especially for multichannel techniques that make use of the
sum and difference channels.

For applications on ground moving target indication
(GMTI), the different transmitting (TX) and receiving (RX)
antenna characteristics can be measured or estimated and
then incorporated directly into the direction-of-arrival (DOA)
vector. Normally, external calibration can be used for com-
pensating different time delays between multiple RX channels
(e.g., using reference targets or special calibration loops in
the radar hardware design). Moreover, the precise knowledge
of the along-track baselines between multiple RX channels is
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important for estimating the DOA angles accurately, which
affect the position and the velocity estimates of the targets.

An elegant and robust method for digital channel balanc-
ing (DCB) was introduced in [2] and discussed in detail in [1].
In this method, the RX channels are balanced with respect to
a reference RX channel by performing an iterative approach
in the 2-D frequency domain, so that the residual phase and
magnitude offsets are compensated. Furthermore, the along-
track baselines among the RX channels can be estimated
accurately in the range–Doppler domain [1].

An interesting review about the calibration techniques was
presented in [3], in which simple algorithms (e.g., based on
1-D and 2-D co-registrations) and more sophisticated method-
ologies (e.g., the DCB) were evaluated in detail for along-
track interferometry (ATI) [4], displaced phase center antenna
(DPCA) [5], and space-time adaptive processing (STAP) [6]
techniques. It is shown in [3] that the DCB achieves the best
performance mainly in terms of clutter suppression at the
expense of a much higher computational effort compared with
other methodologies.

More recently, an external calibration algorithm for multi-
channel airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems was
presented in [7], through which it is possible to estimate
accurately the antenna baselines and attitude angles, among
other parameters. The algorithm is applied on the range-
compressed data (no azimuth compression is needed) and
relies on a previously measured antenna model for proper
operation. It was designed for the new DLR’s airborne digital-
beamforming system DBF-SAR [8].

This article presents a fast and efficient calibration algo-
rithm for multichannel airborne SAR systems that is able to
1) correct the phase and magnitude offsets among multiple RX
channels with respect to a reference channel and 2) estimate
and compensate the Doppler centroid variation (e.g., caused
by atmospheric turbulences) along the slant range and the
azimuth time using the attitude angles of the antenna array.
The Doppler centroid compensation is especially important
in the scope of this article because the post-Doppler (PD)
STAP technique (see the Appendix) is used for GMTI. The
PD STAP requires Doppler centroid compensation to obtain an
accurate clutter covariance matrix (CCM) estimation, whose
accuracy impacts the clutter suppression capability. Impor-
tant parameters and offsets are estimated directly from the
range-compressed training data, and for the GMTI application
considered in this article, the estimation of such parameters
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and offsets does not require an antenna model (i.e., assuming
that absolute radiometric accuracy is not required). Moreover,
once estimated, the parameters and the offsets can be stored
in the memory and be directly applied for the calibration of
subsequent flights with acceptable performance, thus speeding
up the processing time.

The proposed calibration algorithm is compared with the
state-of-the-art DCB technique [1], [2] in terms of process-
ing time, phase correction accuracy, and GMTI results (see
Section VI). The established DCB technique is principally
chosen for comparison since it is well-known in the literature
and is still used for calibrating the radar data acquired with
the state-of-the-art multichannel GMTI systems [9]. The main
benefits of the proposed calibration algorithm are presented in
Section III-A.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II presents the signal model for the PD STAP
technique and examples of the expected errors that impact
the target position estimation accuracy. Section III presents
the benefits and the main processing steps of the proposed
calibration algorithm. Section IV presents the mathematical
framework necessary for estimating important parameters and
offsets that are required by the proposed calibration algorithm.
Section V introduces the mathematical framework needed for
correcting channel imbalances using the previously estimated
offsets and parameters. Section VI evaluates the proposed
calibration algorithm based on real multichannel X-band
radar data sets acquired with DLR’s airborne system F-SAR
[10], [11], comparing it with the state-of-the-art DCB tech-
nique. This article is concluded with a short summary and
discussion in Section VII.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND EXPECTED ERRORS

In this article, the PD STAP technique (see the main
features in the Appendix) is considered for evaluating the
proposed calibration algorithm in terms of GMTI performance
(see Section VI-D). The remainder of Section II presents
the signal model for the PD STAP technique and intro-
duces important terms. Finally, examples of the expected
errors are presented and simulated, highlighting the need for
calibration.

A. Signal Model

The multichannel signal model for the PD STAP technique
can be expressed by [12]

s(t) = ase
− j 4π
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where as is a complex value that accounts for the reflectivity
of the scatterer, λ is the radar wavelength, M is the number
of RX channels, R(t) is the range to the antenna array

Fig. 1. Acquisition geometry considering a multichannel antenna and zero
squint angle. In practice, channel imbalances may cause an error on the target
DOA angle estimation.

center, Dtx
[
uarray(t)

]
and Drx,m

[
uarray(t)

]
are the complex TX

and RX azimuth antenna characteristics of the mth channel,
respectively, xm is the position of the antenna center in the
azimuth direction with respect to the antenna array center
(see Fig. 1), d

[
uarray(t)

]
is the beamforming or DOA vec-

tor, uarray = cos
(
�DOA,array

)
is the directional cosine, and

�DOA,array is the DOA angle of the target measured with
respect to the antenna array axis.

Fig. 1 shows the acquisition geometry of a multichannel
antenna, for which the antenna array center origin is arbitrarily
chosen at the center of the array, so that

∑
m xm = 0. The DOA

angle of the target measured with respect to the azimuth or
flight direction is denoted by �DOA,az. Note that the antenna
array and the azimuth axes coincide in the shown example
since the squint angle is considered zero (for simplicity),
so that �DOA,array = �DOA,az. The ground coordinates of the
target are xt = [xt, yt, z t]T , where the symbol [·]T denotes the
transpose operator. The coordinates of the platform are given
by xp = [

xp, yp, zp
]T

.
The coordinates of the target in azimuth xt and in ground

range yt can be expressed, respectively, as [9]

xt = xp + R · cos
(
�DOA,az

)
(2)

yt = yp +
√(

R· sin
(
�DOA,az

))2 − (zp − zt
)2

(3)

where the altitude of the target zt can be obtained for instance
from a digital elevation model, which is especially important
in case of high topographic slopes [13].

Fig. 1 shows (in red) a potential error on the target DOA
angle estimation that in practice may be caused by the
phase offsets, which need to be estimated and corrected by
a proper calibration algorithm (e.g., the algorithm presented
in Section III). Note that the target DOA angle impacts
principally the estimation of the target position, as it can be
seen from (2) and (3).

B. Errors Due to Incorrect Yaw Angle

A major challenge for most airborne SAR systems is to
cope with atmospheric turbulences, which induce errors on the
aircraft motion angles: yaw, pitch, and roll (described in detail
in Section IV-D, see Fig. 11). In particular, the yaw and the
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pitch angles have a prominent impact on the Doppler centroid,
which plays an important role for GMTI applications.

The Doppler centroid and the yaw angle can be related as

fDC,YAW = 2·vp

λ

[
sin (θi) · tan

(
θYAW,IMU + �θYAW

)]
(4)

where vp denotes the velocity of the platform, θYAW,IMU

denotes the yaw angle obtained from the aircraft’s inertial
measurement unit (IMU), and θi denotes the incidence angle
(the flat earth assumption is used). The term �θYAW denotes
an offset that in practice may exist due to a skewed antenna
mount on the fuselage and due to the distance between the
IMU and the antenna, known as “lever arms” (see Fig. 11).

A misestimate of the yaw angle offset impacts the Doppler
centroid. This impact can be verified by error propagation,
from which the standard deviation of the Doppler centroid
can be obtained according to

σ fDC,YAW

=
√(

∂ f DC,YAW

∂�θYAW

)2

· σ 2
�θYAW

=
√(

2 · vp

λ

[
sin (θi) · sec2

(
θYAW,IMU + �θYAW

)])2

·σ 2
�θYAW

(5)

where σ�θYAW denotes the standard deviation of the yaw angle
offset estimation.

Fig. 2(a) shows the expected Doppler centroid error σ fDC,YAW ,
which was obtained with (5) for different incidence angles and
for different estimation errors of the yaw angle offset. In this
example, the following simulation parameters were assumed:
λ = 0.03125 m, vp = 90 m/s, θYAW,IMU = 0◦, �θYAW = 0◦,
θi = [25◦, 63◦], and σ�θYAW = [0◦, 1◦]. As can be noticed
in Fig. 2(a), a Doppler centroid error of about σ fDC,YAW = 90 Hz
can be expected in the far range (θi = 63◦) for a yaw angle
offset accuracy of σ�θYAW = 1◦.

The Doppler centroid can generally be related to the direc-
tional cosine uarray = cos

(
�DOA,array

)
and the line-of-sight

velocity vr of the target according to [14]

uarray = λ

2 · vp
· ( fa − fDC) + vr

vp
(6)

where in particular fDC = fDC,YAW can be assumed.
Note from (6) that a Doppler centroid error impacts the

directional cosine (or the DOA angle) estimation of the target.
This impact can be verified by means of error propagation: the
standard deviation of the directional cosine can be generally
obtained according to

σuarray =
√(

∂uarray

∂ f DC

)2

· σ 2
fDC

=
√(

λ

2 · vp

)2

· σ 2
fDC

(7)

where in particular σ fDC = σ fDC,YAW is obtained from (5).
Finally, an error on the directional cosine (or DOA angle)

impacts the target’s azimuth position, as it can be seen in (2).
This impact can be verified once more by means of error
propagation: the standard deviation of the target azimuth

Fig. 2. Errors expected for (a) Doppler centroid σ fDC,YAW [Hz] and (b) target
azimuth position σxt [m]. The errors were estimated as a function of the
incidence angles θi and for different estimation errors of the yaw angle
offset σ�θYAW .

position can be generally obtained according to

σxt =
√(

∂x t

∂uarray

)2

· σ 2
uarray

=
√

(R)2 · σ 2
uarray

. (8)

Fig. 2(b) shows the expected target azimuth error σxt , which
was obtained with (8) for different incidence angles and for
different estimation errors of the yaw angle offset. In this
example, the same parameters as considered for Fig. 2(a) were
used and R = h/ cos(θi), where h = 2200 m was set as the
flight altitude. From Fig. 2(b), it can be seen that a target
azimuth position error of about σxt = 70 m can be expected
in far range (θi = 63◦) for a yaw angle offset accuracy
of σ�θYAW = 1◦.

The example shown in Fig. 2 takes into account only the
estimation error of the yaw angle offset, which results in
a Doppler centroid error [see Fig. 2(a)] that can cause a
significant impact on the target azimuth position estimation
[see Fig. 2(b)].

C. Errors Due to Incorrect Pitch Angle

The Doppler centroid and the pitch angle can be related as

fDC,PITCH = 2·vp

λ

[
cos (θi) · tan

(
θPITCH,IMU + �θPITCH

)]
(9)

where θPITCH,IMU denotes the pitch angle obtained from the
IMU and �θPITCH denotes a pitch offset.
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Fig. 3. Errors expected for (a) Doppler centroid σ fDC,PITCH [Hz] and (b) target
azimuth position σxt [m]. The errors were estimated as a function of the
incidence angles θi and for different estimation errors of the pitch angle
offset σ�θPITCH .

As for the yaw angle in Section II-B, a misestimate of the
pitch angle offset also impacts the Doppler centroid. This
impact can be verified by error propagation: the standard
deviation of the Doppler centroid can be obtained according
to

σ fDC,PITCH

=
√(

∂ f DC,PITCH

∂�θPITCH

)2

· σ 2
�θPITCH

=
√(

2 · vp

λ

[
cos (θi) · sec2

(
θPITCH,IMU+�θPITCH

)])2

· σ 2
�θPITCH

(10)

where σ�θPITCH denotes the standard deviation of the pitch angle
offset estimation.

Fig. 3(a) shows the expected Doppler centroid error
σ fDC,PITCH , which was obtained according to (10) for differ-
ent incidence angles and for different estimation errors of
the pitch angle offset. The same parameters assumed for
Section II-B were considered in this example together with
θPITCH,IMU = 0◦, �θPITCH = 0◦ and σ�θPITCH = [0◦, 1◦]. As
can be seen in Fig. 3(a), a Doppler centroid error of about
σ fDC,PITCH = 90 Hz can be expected in the near range (θi = 25◦)
for a pitch angle offset accuracy of σ�θPITCH = 1◦.

Fig. 4. Acquisition geometry considering an array with two RX channels.
The squint angle is assumed zero for simplicity.

The impact of the Doppler centroid error σ fDC,PITCH on
the directional cosine can be obtained from (7) by setting
σ fDC = σ fDC,PITCH . Then, the impact of the directional cosine
(or DOA angle) on the target azimuth position can be obtained
from (8).

Fig. 3(b) shows the expected target azimuth error σxt , which
was obtained with (8) for different incidence angles and for
different estimation errors of the pitch angle offset. The same
parameters considered for Section II-B were used in this
example. From Fig. 3(b), it can be seen that a target azimuth
position error of about σxt = 40 m can be expected for a pitch
angle offset accuracy of σ�θPITCH = 1◦, which is independent
of the incidence angles.

D. Errors Due to Incorrect Roll Angle

Generally, a roll angle around the antenna array center
axis causes a negligible impact on the Doppler centroid and
therefore on the target azimuth position.

Nevertheless, since the antenna array is mounted on the
aircraft’s fuselage, an offset exists (known as “lever arms,”
see Fig. 11) between the aircraft and the IMU coordinates’
origin. Due to this offset, an aircraft roll may also introduce
additional pitch and yaw angle components in the reference
system of the antenna array. This could be avoided if the array
is mounted perfectly aligned with the aircraft longitudinal axis,
which is not feasible in practice.

Anyhow, the roll angle contributions to the antenna array
pitch and yaw offset angles are covered by the already dis-
cussed �θYAW and �θPITCH terms. These terms are estimated
and corrected by the proposed calibration method presented in
Section III.

E. Errors Due to Inaccurate Baseline Estimation

In practice, the along-track distances between the RX
channels (also denominated along-track baselines) need to be
estimated accurately from the measured data, as presented in
detail in Section IV-C.

Consider the acquisition geometry as shown in Fig. 4,
in which the antenna array has two RX channels (RX1 and
RX2), ba denotes the physical along-track baseline and �R1,2

denotes the difference between the ranges of the target to
each of the RX channel. The squint angle is assumed zero
for simplicity. The antenna array is perfectly aligned without
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Fig. 5. Expected target azimuth position error caused by baseline estimation
errors and for different target DOA angles.

any influence of the attitude angles, so that the DOA angle
�DOA,array = �DOA,az. A stationary target xt is located in far
field at a slant range R.

In the example shown in Fig. 4, the range difference �R1,2

is related to the directional cosine uarray according to

uarray = cos
(
�DOA,array

) = �R1,2

ba
. (11)

The estimation error of the along-track baseline impacts
the directional cosine. This impact can be verified once more
by error propagation: the standard deviation of the directional
cosine can be obtained by

σuarray =
√(

∂uarray

∂ba

)2

· σ 2
ba

=
√(

�R1,2

(ba)
2

)2

· σ 2
ba

(12)

where σba denotes the standard deviation of the along-track
baseline estimation.

Finally, the impact of the directional cosine (or DOA
angle) on the target azimuth position can be obtained by
substituting (12) into (8).

Fig. 5 shows the expected target azimuth position error σxt

obtained for different baseline estimation errors σba and for
different DOA angles �DOA,az. In this example, the acqui-
sition geometry shown in Fig. 4 was considered, in which
the physical baseline was ba = 0.2 m, the flight alti-
tude was h = 2200 m, and the platform velocity was
vp = 90 m/s. The stationary target was located at a fixed
slant range R = 2427 m and at a varying DOA angle
�DOA,az = [85◦, 95◦].

For instance, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that a baseline
estimation error of σba = 0.025 m can cause a target azimuth
error in the order of σxt = 25 m for a DOA angle of
�DOA,az = 85◦ (i.e., in the top-left corner of Fig. 5). It can also
be seen by the contour lines that the expected target azimuth
error is better than 2 m in case σba = 0.002 m (i.e., if the
baselines are accurately estimated).

F. First-Order Motion Compensation

For the results presented in this article, it is important to
mention that a first-order motion compensation algorithm was

Fig. 6. Example of multichannel radar data. The training data are collected
at the beginning of the flight for parameter estimation. Then, the parameters
are stored in the memory and directly applied for calibrating the next acquired
radar data.

applied in a preprocessing step [15]. This algorithm is carried
out directly with the range-uncompressed data with the aim of
correcting phase errors with respect to a reference range. After
the first-order motion compensation, the platform trajectory is
corrected to a straight line only for the reference range. The
velocity variations in the aircraft are also compensated so that
constant pixel spacing in azimuth can be achieved.

III. PROPOSED CALIBRATION ALGORITHM

Calibration is essential for obtaining accurate position and
velocity estimates of the moving targets. Section III introduces
the benefits of the proposed calibration algorithm together
with an overview of the main processing blocks. In addition,
a calibration algorithm based on the state-of-the-art DCB
is presented, which is used as reference in this article for
comparison with the proposed calibration algorithm.

A. Main Benefits

The proposed algorithm requires the estimation of important
parameters and offsets to obtain accurate DOA angle estima-
tion of the moving targets.

The main idea is depicted in Fig. 6. The estimation of
parameters and offsets is carried out at the beginning of the
flight using homogeneous multichannel training data. Then,
the estimated parameters and offsets are stored in the memory
and are directly applied for calibrating the next radar data
acquired during the same flight, thus speeding up the process-
ing time.

The parameters and offsets can even be estimated once
in a flight campaign (e.g., during the calibration flight) and
be applied on subsequent flights if the antenna pod is not
re-assembled on the aircraft’s fuselage. This is an important
benefit of the proposed algorithm, which makes it especially
suitable for applications that require in-flight calibration.

The proposed algorithm also has great potential for maritime
applications, although not discussed in the scope of this article.
In this case, the parameters and offsets can be estimated once
using land clutter (homogeneous multichannel training data),
stored in the memory, and then applied for calibrating the radar
data acquired over the ocean.
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Fig. 7. Main steps of the proposed calibration algorithm. The channel
imbalance correction (gray box on the left) is carried out adaptively using
the previously estimated parameters and offsets (gray box on the right).

B. Main Processing Blocks

The simplified processing chain of the proposed calibration
algorithm is depicted in Fig. 7. The gray box on the left
shows the correction of the channel imbalances, which is
carried out adaptively by considering four main processing
blocks: aperture switching (AS) correction, Doppler centroid
correction, phase correction, and magnitude correction. The
framework necessary for the channel imbalance correction is
presented in Section V.

The channel imbalance correction requires the navigation
data of the aircraft (e.g., position, velocity, attitude angles,
and heading angle), the radar parameters, and the important
parameters and offsets (see the gray box on the right in Fig. 7)
that need to be estimated at the beginning of the flight or in
a previous flight. The framework necessary for the parameter
and offset estimation is presented in detail in Section IV.

In Fig. 7, the first correction step consists in compensating
a potential time delay that is introduced by the antenna
AS technique, which is used by the DLR’s airborne system
F-SAR for creating additional phase centers (see Section V-A).
Naturally, this operation is omitted in case of systems that do
not use the AS technique.

In the Doppler centroid correction block, all range bins
of the measured data are shifted to Doppler zero by taking
into account the range-dependent Doppler centroid (known
in the literature as “J-Hook” [16]) and the Doppler centroid
variation along the azimuth time caused by the motion of
the aircraft (see Fig. 11). The Doppler centroid correction
(see Section V-B) is especially important for the PD STAP
technique to remove the J-Hook that directly affects the CCM
estimation (see the Appendix). Indeed, note that in (40) the
term R̂W is estimated for each Doppler frequency bin fa by
performing an averaging along the slant range direction. Other
GMTI techniques may not require Doppler centroid correction,
and in such cases this operation can be omitted.

In the phase correction block, the phases are corrected by
taking into account the squint angle variation as a function of
the incidence and attitude angles: yaw, pitch, and roll. After the
phase correction (see Section V-C), the phase distributions are

Fig. 8. Main steps of the calibration algorithm based on the state-of-
the-art DCB technique, which is compared with the proposed algorithm in
Section VI. The channel imbalance correction (gray box on the left) is carried
out adaptively using previously estimated parameters and offsets (gray box
on the right).

centered around zero degrees, as it can be seen in Fig. 18(e).
Such a distribution indicates a successful correction.

In the Magnitude Correction block, the differences
in the RX channel magnitudes are compensated by
applying the previously estimated magnitude offsets (see
Sections IV-B and V-D).

C. Version Based on DCB

The proposed calibration algorithm can be modified to use
the state-of-the-art DCB technique. [1], [2] for correcting the
phase and magnitude offsets. In this case, such offsets are
corrected through a computationally expensive operation that
is carried out adaptively in the 2-D Doppler frequency domain.
This approach is taken in this article as a reference to evaluate
the proposed calibration algorithm in terms of processing time,
phase correction accuracy, and GMTI results (see Section VI).

The reference processing chain is shown in Fig. 8, which is
similar to the one shown in Fig. 7, except that the blocks phase
correction and magnitude correction in Fig. 7 are exchanged
by the block DCB in Fig. 8. As mentioned in Section III-B,
the need for Doppler centroid correction depends on the GMTI
methodology, and therefore this operation is optional.

IV. ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS AND OFFSETS

Section IV presents the mathematical framework used for
the estimation of important parameters and offsets that are
required by the proposed algorithm, such as azimuth antenna
patterns, along-track baselines, phase and magnitude offsets,
Doppler centroid, and the attitude angle (yaw, pitch, and roll)
offsets of the antenna array.

A. Antenna Pattern Estimation

The envelope of the average two-way diagram of the
azimuth antenna pattern can be estimated from the radar data Z
in the range–Doppler domain by averaging all available range
bins K for each Doppler frequency bin fa [9]

Am( fa, m) =
√√√√ 1

K

K∑
k=1

|Z(rk, fa, m)|2, m = 1, . . . , M (13)
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Fig. 9. X-band configuration of DLR’s airborne F-SAR: effective along-
track baselines assuming channel RX1 as reference (

∣∣da1,2

∣∣ = 0.1 m;∣∣da1,3

∣∣ = 0.2 m;
∣∣da1,4

∣∣ = 0.3 m).

where m denotes the index of the RX channel (see Fig. 1) and
rk is the range to bin k.

Note that the obtained envelope amplitude depends on
the clutter reflectivity, which is assumed to be equal for all
TX-RX antenna combinations. Although the estimated antenna
envelopes are not radiometrically correct, they can be used for
the magnitude offset estimation (a radiometric calibration is
generally not needed for moving target detection and DOA
estimation). In case of high squint angles, a range-dependent
Doppler centroid correction (see Section V-B) is required to
remove the J-Hook before estimating the azimuth antenna
pattern envelopes with (13).

B. Magnitude Offset Estimation

The magnitude (or gain) offsets with respect to the two-way
reference antenna envelope TX-RX1 can be obtained from the
azimuth antenna pattern envelope maxima according to

ρ1,m = max(A1)

max(Am)
, m = 2, . . . , M (14)

where channel RX1 is assumed as reference. Although other
methods are possible for estimating the magnitude offsets [3],
the use of the maxima in (14) is sufficient since the azimuth
antenna pattern envelopes are similar (see Fig. 16).

C. Along-Track Baseline Estimation

The X-band configuration of DLR’s airborne system
F-SAR contains four RX channels aligned along the azimuth
or flight direction [10], [11]. The physical separation between
two adjacent RX antenna centers is given by

ba = 2 · da (15)

where da denotes the effective along-track baseline.
For the F-SAR, the nominal effective along-track baselines

among the RX channels (assuming channel RX1 as reference)
are

∣∣da1,2

∣∣ = 0.1 m,
∣∣da1,3

∣∣ = 0.2 m, and
∣∣da1,4

∣∣ = 0.3 m,
as depicted in Fig. 9.

The effective along-track baselines da1,m can be estimated
from the radar data based on the slopes of the ATI phases φ1,m

along the Doppler frequency fa according to [1]

φ1,m( fa) = −da1,m

vp
· fa (16)

where m denotes the index of the RX channel (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 10. Effective along-track baselines estimated from data set 2
(see Section VI-A).

Fig. 11. Axes of the aircraft’s attitude angles: yaw, pitch, and roll. The
physical distance between the IMU and the antennas is known as “lever
arms.”.

Fig. 10 shows the effective along-track baselines estimated
from data set 2 (see Section VI-A). In this experiment, a
moving window was applied for averaging the samples along
the azimuth time. The means and standard deviations obtained
from the baselines da1,2, da1,3, and da1,4 were, respectively,
[−0.098, 0.001], [−0.199, 0.001], and [−0.296, 0.002] m.
From Fig. 5 (in Section II-E), it can be seen that for a
baseline estimation error of �ba = 0.002 m (which is the
highest standard deviation obtained from da1,4), the expected
target azimuth error �xt is better than 2 m, which is
acceptable.

D. Doppler Centroid Estimation

Atmospheric turbulences are a serious problem for airborne
SAR systems, since they prevent the aircraft from following a
straight flight trajectory. The attitude angles of the aircraft play
an important role, especially if the platform is equipped with
a flat antenna array which does not allow any zero-Doppler
beam steering, as in the case of DLR’s airborne system
F-SAR. For instance, the nominal aircraft pitch angles are
often in the order of 1◦ or 2◦, reaching up to 7◦ depending on
the type of the aircraft and on the airspeed [17].

The axes of the aircraft’s attitude angles are depicted
in Fig. 11. The pitch angle is positive when the aircraft’s nose
points upward and negative when it points downward. The yaw
angle is positive when the aircraft’s nose points toward the
right (with respect to the flight direction) and negative when
it points toward the left. The roll angle is positive when the
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Fig. 12. Top view geometry illustrating the aircraft’s yaw angle, heading
direction, and mean flight course.

Fig. 13. Top view geometry illustrating the signs of the yaw angle and
Doppler centroid for LLA and RLA.

right wing of the aircraft rolls downward and negative when
it rolls upward.

The F-SAR’s IMU provides the aircraft’s pitch, roll, and
heading angles with respect to the true North. The aircraft’s
heading direction (see Fig. 12) can be used for obtaining the
yaw angle according to

θYAW,IMU(t) = θHEADING,IMU(t) − θ̄COURSE (17)

where θ̄COURSE denotes the aicraft’s mean flight course with
respect to the true North, which is obtained according to
the GPS coordinates of the aircraft. For instance, the para-
meter θ̄COURSE can be updated for each coherent processing
interval (CPI).

The relationship between the yaw angle and the sign of
the Doppler centroid is depicted in Fig. 13. Note that for a
left-looking antenna (LLA), a positive yaw angle causes a
positive Doppler centroid, since the antenna is steered forward
with respect to the flight course θ̄COURSE. For a right-looking
antenna (RLA), a positive yaw angle causes a negative Doppler
centroid since the antenna is steered backward with respect to
the flight course θ̄COURSE.

The proposed calibration algorithm requires the infor-
mation whether the antenna is installed left-looking or
right-looking.

Fig. 14. (a) Focused SAR image from data set 2. (b) Doppler centroid
estimated from the radar data (channel RX 1). (c) Doppler centroid computed
using the IMU attitude angles and the estimated antenna attitude angle offsets.
(d) Doppler centroid profiles over the azimuth time t . (e) Doppler centroid
profiles over the slant range rk , where the “J-Hook” shape can be clearly
recognized from near to far range.

The squint angle �sq and the clutter Doppler centroid fDC

are generally related as

fDC = 2·vp

λ
sin
(
�sq
)
. (18)

The squint angle �sq causes a range-dependent Doppler
centroid shift, which especially for large squint angles can be
clearly recognized in the range–Doppler domain as a J-shaped
pattern known as “J-Hook” [16] [see Fig. 14(e)].

The accurate knowledge of the varying Doppler centroid
is especially important for the PD STAP technique. Indeed,
PD STAP requires Doppler centroid correction to achieve
accurate CCM estimation (see the Appendix), which impacts
the estimation accuracy of the moving target position and
velocity.
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The squint angle variation can be expressed for a LLA and
a RLA (see Fig. 13), respectively, as [18]

�sq,LLA(rk, t)

≈ sin−1
[
cos
(
θi(rk) + θROLL,ANT(t)

) · tan
(
θPITCH,ANT(t)

)
+ sin

(
θi(rk) + θROLL,ANT(t)

) · tan
(
θYAW,ANT(t)

)]
(19)

�sq,RLA(rk, t)

≈ sin−1
[
cos
(
θi(rk) + θROLL,ANT(t)

) · tan
(
θPITCH,ANT(t)

)
− sin

(
θi(rk) + θROLL,ANT(t)

) · tan
(
θYAW,ANT(t)

)]
(20)

where θYAW,ANT, θPITCH,ANT, and θROLL,ANT denote the yaw,
pitch, and roll angles of the antenna array, respectively. These
angles can be expressed as

θYAW,ANT(t) = θYAW,IMU(t)+�θYAW (21)

θPITCH,ANT(t) = θPITCH,IMU(t) + �θPITCH (22)

θROLL,ANT(t) = θROLL,IMU(t) + �θROLL (23)

where θYAW,IMU, θPITCH,IMU, and θROLL,IMU denote the yaw,
pitch, and roll angles of the aircraft, which are obtained from
the IMU system. The terms �θYAW, �θPITCH, and �θROLL are
the attitude angle offsets that can be estimated by the proposed
algorithm (see Section IV-E).

The attitude angle offsets may arise due to an imperfect
alignment of the antenna patches or elements, as well as due
to the antenna pod’s mounting on the aircraft’s fuselage (i.e.,
nonparallel with respect to the aircraft’s longitudinal axis).

The Doppler centroid variation can be expressed for the
LLA and the RLA (see Fig. 13), respectively, as

fDC,LLA(rk, t)

≈ 2·vp

λ

[
cos
(
θi(rk) + θROLL,ANT(t)

)· tan
(
θPITCH,ANT(t)

)
+ sin

(
θi(rk) + θROLL,ANT(t)

) · tan
(
θYAW,ANT(t)

)]
(24)

fDC,RLA(rk, t)

≈ 2 · vp

λ

[
cos
(
θi(rk) + θROLL,ANT(t)

) · tan
(
θPITCH,ANT(t)

)
− sin

(
θi(rk) + θROLL,ANT(t)

) · tan
(
θYAW,ANT(t)

)]
. (25)

The 2-D Doppler centroid estimated according to (24)
or (25) is used for the Doppler centroid correction (see
Section V-B) in case the PD STAP technique is considered.

In practice, the velocity of the platform vp may also change
slightly over the azimuth time t . Therefore, the estimation of
the platform’s velocity needs to be carried out regularly during
the successive CPIs if no computationally time-consuming
first-order motion compensation [15] is performed beforehand.

E. Attitude Angle Offset Estimation

The attitude angle offsets �θ = (�θYAW, �θPITCH, �θROLL)
are estimated from the range-compressed data. An example
considering data set 2 (see Section VI-A) is shown in Fig. 14,
in which the focused SAR image is shown in Fig. 14(a).

The following main steps are required for estimating the
attitude angle offsets.

1) The reference Doppler centroid of the scene
fDC,REF(rk, t) is estimated from the reference channel
RX1 (e.g., using the energy balancing method proposed

in [19]). The result is shown in Fig. 14(b), where a 2-D
moving window was applied for selecting data patches
for the Doppler centroid estimation.

2) The attitude angle offsets are obtained by means of
multidimensional minimization (e.g., using the downhill
simplex [20] or Powell’s method [21])

argmin�θ

{
max

(∥∥ fDC,REF(rk, t) − fDC(rk, t,�θ)
∥∥)}

(26)

where fDC,REF(rk, t) is estimated from the radar data and
fDC(rk, t,�θ) can be obtained from (24) or (25) for the
LLA and the RLA, respectively. The �θ dependence,
denoted here explicitly, follows (21)–(23).

The attitude angle offsets estimated with (26) for data
set 2 were �θYAW = 0.86◦, �θPITCH = 0.54◦, and
�θROLL = −0.95◦, which are strictly valid for the reference
channel RX1.

Fig. 14(c) shows the Doppler centroid obtained with (24)
using the estimated attitude angle offsets. Indeed, the Doppler
centroid estimated from the measured radar data [shown
in Fig. 14(b)] and the Doppler centroid computed with (24)
[shown in Fig. 14(c)] are visually comparable. The main
differences between both the images are explained by two
factors.

1) The measured data at some spots were non-
homogeneous and contained moving vehicles that
were not removed before estimating fDC,REF(rk, t).
As a result, an expected bias was obtained especially
in the region of the highway [see Fig. 14(a)] due to the
additional Doppler shift introduced by fast vehicles;

2) A bias can be seen in the region of the lake (see dark
red region highlighted in Fig. 14(b), where the high-
est Doppler frequency values were obtained. This bias
was expected due to the very low reflectivity of the
lake region, which prevented accurate estimates of the
Doppler centroid.

Fig. 14(d) shows the average azimuth profiles of the Doppler
centroid variation previously shown in Fig. 14(b) and (c). Note
in Fig. 14(d) that the average azimuth profiles match very well
especially in the regions of crop fields, where the clutter is
more homogeneous. In contrast, mismatches are recognized
especially in the central part of data set 2 [see Fig. 14(a)].
The average azimuth profiles were obtained according to

f̄DC,AZ,REF(t) = 1

K

K−1∑
k=0

fDC,REF(rk, t) (27)

f̄DC,AZ(t) = 1

K

K−1∑
k=0

fDC,ATT(rk, t) (28)

where K is the number of available range bins (see Table II).
Fig. 14(e) shows the average slant range profiles, which

were obtained according to

f̄DC,SR,REF(rk) = 1

Na

Na−1∑
t=0

fDC,REF(rk, t) (29)

f̄DC,SR(rk) = 1

Na

Na−1∑
t=0

fDC,ATT(rk, t) (30)

where Na is the number of azimuth samples (see Table II).
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F. Phase Offset Estimation

The phase offsets may be introduced by the hardware of the
radar system (e.g., antenna, connectors, cables with different
electrical lengths). The phase offset of each channel m with
respect to RX 1 (denoted ϕ1,m,offset) is assumed to be a constant
that can be estimated for the calibration flight and stored for
later use. It is a property of the antenna assembly to be updated
if, for example, the cables are replaced, and then assumed to
be invariant between subsequent flights.

At least the following main steps are needed for estimating
the phase offsets (ϕ1,m,offset) from the radar data.

1) Obtain the radar range-compressed data.
2) Select a data patch containing homogeneous clutter.
3) Estimate the phase offsets in time domain for each pair

of RX channels according to [22]

ϕ1,m,offset= arg

(
1

N

N∑
k=1

z1(k) · z∗
m(k)

)
(31)

where z is the radar data in the time domain, m is the
index of the RX channel (see Fig. 1), and N is the
total number of samples. It is important to point out that
this step requires co-registration in the range and in the
azimuth direction, which are generally time-consuming
operations.

V. CORRECTION OF CHANNEL IMBALANCES

The main steps needed for the channel imbalance correction
are presented in Section V. The correction is performed adap-
tively depending on the IMU attitude angles and the measured
range and requires the previously estimated parameters and
offsets described in Section IV.

A. Antenna Aperture Switching Correction

The antenna aperture switching (AS) technique can improve
the GMTI performance of the radar systems by creating addi-
tional phase centers and larger ATI baselines. Yet, this opera-
tion introduces a time delay that needs to be corrected [23].

The antenna AS correction can be carried out in the Doppler
frequency domain according to

ZAS,corr(rk, fa, m) = Z(rk, fa, m) · ex p{− j2π fa�tAS} (32)

where ZAS,corr denotes the radar data in the range–Doppler
domain after the antenna AS correction, �tAS = 1/(2 · PRF)
denotes the time lag introduced by the F-SAR antenna AS
(which contributes to the effective along-track baseline) [24],
and PRF denotes the pulse repetition frequency. It is pointed
out that different AS schemes cause different time lags to be
corrected [23].

B. Doppler Centroid Correction

The need for Doppler centroid correction depends on
the used GMTI methodology. In this article, the PD STAP
technique is used, and thus the Doppler centroid correction
is required for obtaining an accurate CCM estimation (see
the Appendix), which impacts the moving target’s detection
performance and the parameter estimation accuracy.

The Doppler centroid can be corrected in the time domain
for each range bin rk and for each RX channel m according
to

zFDC,corr(rk, t, m) = z(rk, t, m)·exp{− j2π t� fDC(rk)} (33)

where zFDC,corr denotes the radar data in the time domain
after the Doppler centroid correction. The Doppler centroid
variation along the slant range � fDC can be obtained, for
instance, for each CPI according to

� fDC(rk) = 1

na,CPI

na,CPI−1∑
t=0

fDC(rk, t) (34)

where na,CPI is the number of azimuth samples contained in a
single CPI (e.g., na,CPI = 128 azimuth samples) and fDC(rk, t)
is estimated according to (24) or (25) for the reference channel
RX1 [see Fig. 14(c)]. Thus, the range-dependent Doppler
centroid is corrected for each CPI independently. Note that
in (33) the same Doppler centroid � fDC(rk) is applied to all
RX channels.

C. Phase Correction

The phase correction (assuming channel RX1 as reference)
can be carried out in the time domain according to

zATI,corr(rk, t, m) = z(rk, t, m)·exp
{

j�ϕ̂1,m(rk, t)
}

(35)

where zATI,corr denotes the radar data in the time domain after
the phase correction and �ϕ̂1,m(rk, t) denotes the ATI phases
estimated between the RX channels according to

�ϕ̂1,m(rk, t) = 4 · π
λ

· [da1,m· sin
(
�sq(rk, t)

)]+ ϕ1,m,offset

(36)

where the squint angle �sq(rk, t) is obtained according to (19)
for LLA or (20) for RLA, and the offsets are the constants
estimated beforehand (e.g., during the calibration flight). It is
important to mention that after estimating the phase offsets
with (31), the phase correction itself carried out according
to (35) does not require co-registration, which saves processing
time.

Exemplarily, Fig. 15 shows intermediate results from the
phase correction operation carried out between the channels
RX1 and RX3 considering data set 2 [see focused SAR image
in Fig. 15(a)]. Fig. 15(b) shows the phases measured from
the data after the antenna AS correction and before Doppler
centroid correction (see the block diagram in Fig. 7), where the
predominant yellow background indicates an offset of about
ϕ1,3,offset = 29◦ (see Section IV-F).

Fig. 15(c) shows the phases measured from the data
after the Doppler centroid correction, where it can be
observed that the phase changes over the slant range and
time due to the Doppler centroids [shown in Fig. 14(c)]
that were applied to the data for Doppler centroid
correction.

The phases shown in Fig. 15(c) are corrected using the theo-
retical phases shown in Fig. 15(d), which are estimated accord-
ing to (36) using the squint angles obtained from (19). Indeed,
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Fig. 15. Intermediate results of the phase correction operation (see main cal-
ibration steps in Fig. 7) considering the channels RX1 and RX3. (a) Focused
SAR image from data set 2. (b) Phases measured from the data before
the Doppler centroid correction. (c) Phases measured from the data after
the Doppler centroid correction. (d) Theoretical phases estimated according
to (36), which are applied for the phase correction. (e) Phases measured from
the data after the phase correction.

it can be noticed that the phases shown in Fig. 15(c) and (d)
are visually similar. This indicates that the attitude angles
obtained from the IMU and the estimated phase offsets are
accurate.

Fig. 15(e) shows the phases measured from the data after the
phase correction was carried out according to (35), where the
green background indicates that the remaining phase offsets
(i.e., ϕ1,3,offset = 0◦) are around zero over the entire range and
the azimuth time.

In the example shown in Fig. 15, the baseline between
RX1 and RX3 was

∣∣da1,3

∣∣ = 0.2 m (see Section IV-C).

Fig. 16. Normalized azimuth antenna pattern envelopes obtained from
homogeneous training data selected from data set 2. (a) Before and (b) after
the magnitude correction.

D. Magnitude Correction

The magnitude offset correction with respect to channel
RX1 can be carried out in the time domain according to

zmag,corr(rk, t, m) = z(rk, t, m)·ρ1,m (37)

where zmag,corr denotes the radar data in the time domain
after the magnitude correction and ρ1,m denotes the magnitude
offsets previously estimated (see Section IV-B).

Exemplarily, Fig. 16 shows the normalized azimuth antenna
pattern envelopes in the Doppler frequency domain estimated
according to (13) before and after the magnitude correc-
tion. In this example, a homogeneous data patch containing
2048 × 16384 range–azimuth samples was obtained from data
set 2 (see Section VI-A and Table II). The azimuth antenna
patterns were centered at fDC = −90.18 Hz and an offset
in the order of 1 dB can be observed in Fig. 16(a) before
magnitude correction. The following magnitude offsets were
estimated according to (10): ρ1,2 = 1.08, ρ1,3 = 1.01 and
ρ1,4 = 1.05.

The azimuth antenna pattern envelopes obtained after the
magnitude correction [see Fig. 16(b)] can then be applied
on the moving target signal model expressed in (1) (i.e.,
in the beamforming vector to achieve improved DOA angle
estimation results).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm is tested considering two real
data sets (see Section VI-A) and is compared with the
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Fig. 17. Optical image of data set 1: Memmingen’s Allgäu airport and five
cars with controlled movements and speeds.

state-of-the-art DCB technique in terms of processing time
(see Section VI-B) and in terms of phase correction accu-
racy (see Section VI-C). Moreover, the GMTI results are
presented and discussed (see Section IV-D) in the frame of
traffic monitoring using our PD STAP processor [25]. This
last experiment includes a quantitative comparison between
the proposed algorithm and the DCB (e.g., number of true
and false detections) as well as an evaluation of veloci-
ties and signal-to-clutter plus noise ratio (SCNR) of the
detections.

A. Experimental Setup and Data Sets

The multichannel X-band radar data sets were acquired
with DLR’s airborne system F-SAR [10], [11]. The flight
campaign was conducted in the Memmingen area of Germany
in February 2007. The polarization of the data sets is “HH.”

The antenna pod was mounted at the bottom of F-SAR’s
fuselage together with a camera, so that optical images could
be obtained simultaneously with the radar data [26].

The optical image of data set 1 is shown in Fig. 17,
where the runway of the Memmingen’s Allgäu airport was
located at the broadside direction of the platform and five
cars with controlled movement and speed were considered.
The cars 1, 2, and 4 were equipped with radar reflectors to
enhance their RCS, and car 4 had a differential GPS (DGPS)
receiver for retrieving reliable geographical reference positions
and velocities. Finally, it has to be mentioned that cars 1–4
moved on the edges of the airport’s runway and car 5 moved
in circles on a nearby parking area.

Data set 2 contains different regions with crop fields (homo-
geneous clutter), forests and villages (heterogeneous clutter),
as well as highways and residential roads with real traffic,
as highlighted in Fig. 14(a).

The radar and geometry parameters can be seen in Table I
for both the data sets. The effective PRF per RX channel was
2.5 kHz. The beamformers were applied using DOA angle
steps of 0.05◦ within an interval determined by the azimuth
antenna beamwidth. In the constant false alarm rate (CFAR)
detector, the probability of false alarm was set to Pfa = 10−6.

The combination of high pitch and yaw angles with a
fast-varied terrain would be a very challenging scenario for
moving target detection and would require the compensation
of the phases induced by a potential across-track baseline [27].
Nevertheless, for the data sets considered in this article,
the maximum observed pitch angle is in the order of ±2◦ and

TABLE I

RADAR AND GEOMETRY PARAMETERS

TABLE II

NUMBER OF SAMPLES AND ILLUMINATED SCENE

DIMENSIONS OF DATA SETS 1 AND 2

the maximum yaw angle is in the order of ±5◦. In addition,
the data sets were acquired over a moderately flat area without
significant terrain elevation change. Thus, the terrain elevation
change and the contribution of such comparatively small pitch
and yaw angles to the across-track baseline (which impacts
the phase estimation and thus the target’s azimuth position
accuracy) are expected to be minor.

The numbers of samples of data sets 1 and 2 (including the
homogeneous training data patch obtained from data set 2) are
shown in Table II together with the approximated dimensions
of the illuminated scenes. A detailed experiment description
of the flight campaign is given in [24] and [26].

The parameters and the offsets required for calibration
are estimated once from homogeneous training data (i.e.,
the data patch obtained from data set 2) and applied to data
sets 1 and 2 for the experiments presented in the remainder of
Section VI.

B. Processing Time Comparison

This experiment was carried out by taking into account the
processing time required by the blocks phase correction and
magnitude correction (see Fig. 7) and by the block DCB (see
Fig. 8). Indeed, the processing time required by the blocks AS
correction and Doppler centroid correction was not considered
since they are common to both the processing chains.
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Fig. 18. ATI phases obtained between channels RX1 and RX2. (a) Focused
SAR image from data set 2. (b) ATI phases before calibration. (c) ATI phases
after calibration using the proposed algorithm. (d) ATI phases after calibration
using the state-of-the-art DCB. (e) ATI phase histograms.

Data set 1 and a data patch obtained from data set 2
were processed 1000 times for this experiment. For both
the data sets, the proposed algorithm was about 15 times
faster than the state-of-the-art DCB. Indeed, the proposed
calibration algorithm performs the phase correction based
on (35), where all the terms are known or previously estimated
(see Section IV). As a result, significantly shorter processing
time is required compared with the DCB. Absolute processing
times are not considered here, since they severely depend on
the used computer architecture and the programming language.

The processing time reduction by a factor of 15 highlights
the potential of the proposed algorithm toward real-time appli-
cations. For instance, the proposed calibration algorithm can
be applied to our fast PD STAP traffic monitoring processor

Fig. 19. Detail of the ATI phases obtained from moving target signals using
(a) proposed method [see detail in Fig. 18(c)] and (b) DCB technique [see
detail in Fig. 18(d)].

with a priori knowledge information presented in [28]. It is
pointed out that to achieve real-time processing capabilities,
an efficient parallel implementation taking into account the
potential multicore and multiprocessor architectures as well
as graphical processing units (GPUs) is required. However,
this is out of the scope of this article.

C. Phase Correction Accuracy

The proposed algorithm and the DCB (see flowcharts shown
in Figs. 7 and 8) were compared in terms of phase correction
accuracy. Data set 2 was considered for this evaluation since it
contains regions with homogeneous and heterogeneous ground
clutter, and also moving target signals [see Fig. 18(a)].

Fig. 18(b) shows the ATI phases obtained between channels
RX1 and RX2 before calibration. The dashed box shows some
moving target signals that can be observed at the central
part of Fig. 18(b), where a highway was located at the
broadside direction of the radar [see also Fig. 18(a)]. The
predominant blue background corresponds to the phase offset
ϕ1,2,offset= −103◦.

The phase offsets estimated between the other pairs of RX
channels are ϕ1,3,offset = 29◦ and ϕ1,4,offset = 54◦ (not shown
in Fig. 18). All offsets were estimated from a homogeneous
training data patch obtained from data set 2.

Fig. 18(c) shows the ATI phases obtained between channels
RX1 and RX2 after calibration using the proposed algorithm.
The predominant green background indicates that the phase
offset was corrected so that the desired ATI phases are centered
around zero degrees (i.e., ϕ1,2,offset

∼= 0◦). Similar ATI phases
were obtained after calibration using the state-of-the-art DCB
technique, as shown in Fig. 18(d).

Fig. 19 shows the region limited by the dashed boxes
in Fig. 18(c) and (d), where the ATI phases of the moving
target signals can be clearly observed using a different scale
[−20◦, 20◦] of the color bar. Fig. 19(a) shows the ATI phases
obtained with the proposed algorithm, in which several moving
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Fig. 20. Google Earth images overlaid with radar detections (circles). Data set 1 was processed. (a) Without calibration. (b) With calibration using the
state-of-the-art DCB. (c) With calibration using the proposed algorithm. (d) Detections obtained from cars 1 to 4.

target signals can be observed. Fig. 19(b) shows the ATI phases
obtained with the DCB technique, in which less moving target
signals can be seen in comparison to the proposed algorithm

[see Fig. 19(a)]. It has to be mentioned that the DCB technique
was applied for each CPI independently. Thus, for CPIs that
contained several moving targets (e.g., in the region shown
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in detail in Fig. 19), the DCB introduces some target self-
whitening, which explains the reduced number of moving
target signals in Fig. 19(b).

Fig. 18(e) shows the histograms of the ATI phases shown
in Fig. 18(b)–(d). The histogram shown in black was obtained
before calibration [see Fig. 18(b)]. It appears shifted by the
phase offset (ϕ1,2,offset= −103◦) and slightly skewed, which
are typical effects of the uncalibrated data [1]. The histogram
shown in blue was obtained after calibration using the pro-
posed algorithm [see Fig. 18(c)], where the distribution of
the ATI phases appears centered around zero degrees. The
histogram shown in red was obtained after calibration using
the state-of-the-art DCB technique [see Fig. 18(d)]. The ATI
phase distribution obtained with the DCB technique was not
only centered around zero degrees, but it also presented lower
variance in comparison to the proposed algorithm, which
indicates better phase correction accuracy.

Indeed, it was expected that the DCB technique would
achieve superior phase correction accuracy due to its very
sophisticated (and computationally expensive) phase correc-
tion operation that is carried out adaptively in the 2-D
frequency domain, as verified in [3].

D. GMTI Results Using Post-Doppler STAP

The proposed algorithm and the DCB technique are com-
pared for traffic monitoring applications, where both the
algorithms are applied on our PD STAP processor [25].

Data set 1 was considered for this experiment since it
contained five controlled cars with different movements and
speeds. Fig. 20 shows the GMTI results, where the Google
Earth images are overlaid with radar detections (circles)
obtained from the PD STAP processor. The colors of the radar
detections are related to their absolute ground range velocities.

Fig. 20(a) shows the results obtained without calibration.
In this case, the phase and magnitude offsets as well as the
Doppler centroid were not corrected, resulting in systematic
phase errors that extended along the range and the azimuth.
Indeed, it is expected that the calculation and application of
the CFAR detection thresholds based on the clutter models
presented in [23], [29], and [30] would fail, resulting in
a number of false detections. Furthermore, the cars cannot
be detected and incorrect position and velocity estimates
are obtained. Clearly, Fig. 20(a) shows that the PD STAP
performance is not acceptable without calibration.

Fig. 20(b) and (c) show the GMTI results obtained by
applying the DCB and the proposed algorithm, respectively.
It can be seen in these figures that all cars were detected
several times in successive CPIs and also fewer false detections
were obtained.

Fig. 20(d) shows in detail the radar detections obtained
from cars 1 to 4 by applying the proposed algorithm. From
Fig. 20(d), it can be seen that the following holds.

1) The slow cars 1 and 3 presented the highest positioning
error along the azimuth, while the fastest car 2 pre-
sented the lowest. Indeed, slow targets generally present
low SCNR, which increases the azimuth displacement
error [25]. In contrast, the fastest car 2 presented the

TABLE III

NUMBER OF DETECTIONS OBTAINED FROM DATA SET 1

lowest azimuth displacement error and can be clearly
seen overtaking car 1 in a straight line.

2) Several detections in successive CPIs were obtained for
all cars, which shows the potential of the PD STAP
processor [25] for traffic monitoring applications. It is
pointed out that the clustering and tracking algorithms
could be further applied for refining the GMTI results.

3) The information boxes show examples of parameters
that can be displayed for detections, such as absolute
ground range velocity, Doppler frequency, SCNR, DOA
angle (measured with respect to the antenna array axis),
among others.

4) The illumination time within the 3-dB azimuth antenna
beamwidth was approximately 2 s. During this time,
the approximated distances that cars 1–4 moved in
the range direction were [6, 46, 10, 25] m, respectively.
These distances can be verified visually according to the
scale shown in the top-right corner of Fig. 20(d).

A quantitative comparison between the proposed algorithm
and the DCB is shown in Table III, which summarizes the
following.

1) The number of all radar detections.
2) The number of true detections obtained from cars 1 to 5

(i.e., True#1−5), which can be counted since the positions
and velocities of these cars are known for data set 1.

3) The estimated probability of false alarm P̂fa, which is
shown with respect to the desired probability of false
alarm of the CFAR detector (i.e., P̂fa = 10−6).

P̂fa was estimated according to

P̂fa = All−True#1−5

na·nr
(38)

where na = 16384 and nr = 1024 for data set 1 (see Table II).
It can be seen from Fig. 20 and Table III that more true

detections are obtained with the proposed algorithm. Yet, the
estimated probability of false alarm is higher, which indicates
that the DCB obtains less false detections.

Although the proposed algorithm obtained more false detec-
tions than the DCB, it is pointed out that most of the false
detections can be discarded with our PD STAP processor with
a priori knowledge information [25], [28], which uses a road
database obtained from the OpenStreetMap [31] and a digital
elevation model obtained from the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission [32].

Fig. 21 shows the ground range velocity histograms of the
true detections obtained from cars 1 to 5 when applying the
proposed algorithm (white bars) and the DCB (black bars).
The overlapped areas of the histograms are shown in gray.
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Fig. 21. Ground range velocity histograms of the true detections obtained
with the proposed calibration algorithm (white bars) and the DCB (black bars)
considering data set 1. The overlapped areas of the histograms are shown in
gray.

Fig. 22. Histograms of the SCNR of the true detections obtained with
the proposed calibration algorithm (white bars) and the DCB (black bars)
considering data set 1. The overlapped areas of the histograms are shown in
gray.

It can be seen in Fig. 21 that the ground range velocity
estimates obtained with both the calibration algorithms were
similar and accurate, according to the ground truth in [26]
(see Fig. 17).

Fig. 22 shows the SCNR histograms of the true detections
obtained from cars 1 to 5 when applying the proposed algo-
rithm (white bars) and the DCB (black bars). The overlapped
areas of the histograms are shown in gray.

It can be seen in Fig. 22 that the mean SCNR of the true
detections was similar for both the algorithms (i.e., about
24 dB). The DCB was able to obtain more detections with
low SCNR (from 10 to 20 dB), which indicates better clutter
suppression capability. In contrast, the proposed algorithm
obtained more detections with high SCNR (from 24 to 38 dB),
which can be explained by its robustness against the target
self-whitening.

It has to be mentioned that a threshold was applied for both
the calibration algorithms to reject detections with SCNRs
lower than 10 dB [33].

VII. CONCLUSION

This article presents a fast and efficient calibration algorithm
for the along-track multichannel systems, which is tested based
on real multichannel X-band radar data acquired with DLR’s
airborne system F-SAR and compared with the state-of-the-art
DCB technique.

It is shown that the proposed algorithm is about 15 times
faster than the DCB, which highlights its potential toward
real-time applications. Similar and accurate velocity estimates
are obtained for both the algorithms, whereas the proposed
algorithm obtains more true detections and with higher SCNR.
On the other hand, the DCB achieves better phase correction
accuracy, which results in less false detections.

For traffic monitoring applications, the increased number of
false detections obtained by the proposed calibration algorithm
can be circumvented to a certain degree with our a priori
knowledge-based PD STAP processor [25], where most of the
false detections that lie far from the roads are discarded.

The proposed calibration algorithm is also promising for
maritime applications, for which it is foreseen that the required
parameters and offsets are estimated at the beginning of the
flight campaign using homogeneous training data (land clutter)
of a neighboring area. In this sense, future experiments on
ship detection are foreseen with DLR’s new airborne digital-
beamforming system DBF-SAR, which features 12 RX and
4 TX channels.

APPENDIX

STAP is a class of linear adaptive filtering techniques that
operates on space-time observations for enhancing the moving
target detection [14]. Several STAP techniques are available in
the literature (see [34]–[36]).

For instance, the PD STAP is considered in this article for
evaluating the proposed calibration algorithm in terms of the
GMTI results. PD STAP is a reduced dimension algorithm
that requires less sample support and less processing effort
than the classical joint-domain STAP. Besides, similar to other
state-of-the-art STAP techniques, PD STAP is able to perform
clutter suppression as well as the moving target’s detection
and parameter estimation (e.g., Doppler frequency, line-of-
sight velocity, and DOA angle) [14].

The moving target detection is carried out by applying the
adaptive matched filter (AMF) test [37]

T̄ (rk, fa)=
∣∣d H (

uarray, fa
)·R̂−1

W ( fa) · Z(rk, fa)
∣∣2

d H (
uarray, fa

)
ˆ·R−1

W ( fa) · d
(
uarray, fa

) ≶ η (39)

where [·]H denotes the Hermitian operator (complex conjugate
transposition) and η denotes the CFAR threshold, whose
computation is carried out according to the heterogeneous
clutter model introduced in [29] and further investigated
in [23] and [30]. This clutter model covers different types
of heterogeneity, including completely homogeneous clutter.
Therefore, it is very flexible for GMTI applications over land.
The heterogeneous model includes a texture parameter that
is estimated from the training data and describes the degree
of heterogeneity of the underlying terrain. For instance, the
texture parameter variation for data set 2 is presented in [38].

The normalization in (39) is necessary for providing the
desired CFAR behavior [37]. In addition, the term d denotes
the beamforming or DOA vector expressed in (1) and the term
R̂W denotes the estimated CCM.

The CCM can be estimated empirically from the train-
ing data by applying the sample matrix inverse (SMI)
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technique [39], which is the basis for most modern STAP
algorithms (note that other CCM estimation strategies are also
possible [40])

R̂W( fa) = 1

K

K∑

k=1

Z(rk, fa) · ZH (rk, fa) (40)

where K range bins are used for averaging and Z(rk, fa)
denotes the multichannel data in the range–Doppler
domain.

For accurate CCM estimation, it is essential that the mul-
tichannel vectors Z are free of strong discrete scatterers and
moving target signals. This condition needs to be ensured by
a proper training data selection algorithm (some strategies are
presented and compared in [38]). Otherwise, the clutter sup-
pression performance degrades and the moving target signals
can be attenuated or canceled. This effect is known as target
“self-whitening.”
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